




Forward Operating Base (FOB) Bermel’s Hesco bag wall. FOB Bermel was our first home 
in Afghanistan, dominated by Rakhah Ridge to the east, which the enemy used nearly 
every day as a perfect launching point for rocket attacks against us. Author collection

On the border during a mounted checkpoint, I’m looking into the distance at  
oncoming traffic from Pakistan, a country that played a vital role for our enemies  
during their spring offensive in 2006. Author collection
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This photo of Outlaw Platoon (officially Third Platoon) was taken during our first month 
in country at FOB Bermel. We trained together for nearly two years before deploying, but 
nothing would fully prepare us for the terrifying reality of combat in Afghanistan. Front 
row, left to right: Bobby Pilon, Luis Perez, Colten Wallace, Alexsandr Nosov, Mitchell 
Ayers, Jonathan Dugin, Dennis Leiphart, Jose Vega. Second row, left to right: Richard  
Haggerty, Zachary Gotass, Charles Byerly, Joseph Connor, Keith Lewis, Bennett Garvin, 
Philip Baldwin, Josiah Reuter. Third row, left to right: Sean Parnell, Gordon Campbell, 
John Saint Jean, Brian Bray, Chris Brown, Jason Sabatke, Marcel Rowley, Ryan Wheat, 
Tim Stalter, Robert Pinholt, Marty Belanger. Fourth row, left to right: Travis Roberts, 
David McLeod, Erwin Echavez, Khanh Nguyen, Mark Howard, Anthony Kienlen. (Not 
pictured: Greg Greeson, Jose Pantoja, Jeff Hall, Jeremiah Cole.) Author collection
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At an early  
patrol to the  

Bermel bazaar, the  
company command 

group met with 
village elders to 

discuss the needs  
of their tribes.  

Left to right: First  
Lieutenant Dave 
Taylor, Captain 

Jason Dye, and me. 
Courtesy  

Jason Dye

Outlaw Platoon’s Green Skull  
insignia was designed to strike fear 
in the hearts of our enemies. Later 

in the deployment, that’s exactly 
what happened. Courtesy  

Robert Pinholt

Chris Cowan (far right) and me standing with our “allies” during a border security 
meeting. The other men were part of the Pakmil Frontier Corps of the Pakistani  
military, who routinely gave insurgents the freedom to conduct cross-border attacks  
on us. Later in our deployment, Pakmil Frontier troops began to attack coalition forces  
directly and even embedded with Haqqani Network fighters as they launched  
cross-border raids. Courtesy Josiah Reuter
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One of the strongest enemy engagements hit us on May 7, 2006. Here, I’m moving 
through the kill zone to the top of the knoll. The gunner behind me was traversing to 
bring his weapon to bear on the enemy, who had the high ground again, to the left. At 
the top of the photo, one of the insurgents can be seen moving through the trees along 
the ridge. Courtesy Travis Roberts

In the aftermath of the May 7, 2006, battle, the expressions on the faces of the Afghan 
National Army soldiers say everything about what happened. Courtesy Travis Roberts
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Payback is a bitch. The enemy wasn’t the only one laying ambushes, and this time  
Alexsandr Nosov holds the high ground. Courtesy Richard Haggerty

Ryan Wheat, obviously thrilled with his fire-building accomplishments.  
Courtesy Bobby Pilon
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Sergeant First Class Greg  
Greeson being awarded his 

second Purple Heart by Colonel 
(now Major General) John W. 

Nicholson Jr. Like many of my 
men, Greeson chose to stay 

with the Outlaws even though 
his head wound was serious 
enough to merit evacuation.  

Courtesy Travis Roberts 

Greeson’s first brief with Outlaw Platoon. The men wondered what kind of leader they 
had inherited, but he would soon put all doubts to rest. Left to right, on the trucks: me, 
Greeson, Campbell, and Dugin. Courtesy Travis Roberts
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Back inside the wire 
after a battle on  
June 10, 2006, I stood 
in front of Philip  
Baldwin’s shot-up 
Humvee, mentally  
and physically  
exhausted, my  
head throbbing.  
Still, I had to try to 
project strength for  
my wounded and  
weary soldiers.  
Courtesy  
Josiah Reuter

“Roads? Where we’re 
going, we don’t need 
roads.” We tried to make 
our own way through our 
patrol area, and wadis 
were a natural avenue for 
us. The few actual roads 
were often laced with 
IEDs and ambushes, so 
we stayed off them  
whenever we could.  
Courtesy Robert Pinholt

Staff Sergeant Gordon 
Campbell and Specialist 
Richard Haggerty  
investigate the enemy 
camp we uncovered on 
May 8, 2006. In the bag 
were the personal effects 
of an enemy fighter,  
including a snapshot of 
him with his children. We 
also found prescription 
bottles from Pakistani 
hospitals and a  
handwritten notebook full 
of American telephone 
numbers. Courtesy  
Travis Roberts
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Sniper Sergeant Ryan Wheat (right) and Campbell (left) burning down an enemy  
hide site. Whenever we could, we tried to deny the enemy any source of concealment.  
Courtesy Travis Roberts

During World  
War II, our  

battalion  
advanced into 

the Italian Alps, 
fighting America’s 

enemies on the 
snowy battlefields 

of Europe. Two 
generations later, 
we carried on the 

legacy of the  
10th Mountain  
Division as the 

grandsons  
of the original  

Catamounts,  
fighting our own 
pitched battles in 
the Hindu Kush. 

Courtesy  
Travis Roberts
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Corporal Colten 
Wallace lets loose 

with a cathartic 
battle cry in the 

wake of an ambush. 
After we killed or 

drove off the insur-
gents, we found this 

long-abandoned 
compound that the 

enemy had been 
using as a base of 

operations and 
burned it to the 

ground. Courtesy 
Robert Pinholt

Second Platoon’s 
defining moment came 
during Operation 
Catamount Blitz on 
November 7, 2006. 
Here, Staff Sergeant 
Jeff Hall (front) and 
Lieutenant Courtney 
Carnegie (left rear) 
lead the assault up the 
mountainside to find 
and rescue a dying 
marine. This photo 
was taken seconds 
before they charged 
straight into the 
enemy’s flank, fought 
their way forward, 
and found him.  
Courtesy  
Travis Roberts
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Abdul, the best “’terp” (interpreter) we 
had, standing on the road to his hometown. 
He was the only ’terp allowed to carry a 
weapon, and our lives became inextricably 
linked as a result of the 9/11 attacks.  
Courtesy Josiah Reuter

Private Kyle Lewis after another enemy ambush. Had we not 
put the new ballistic shielding on the trucks, he would have 
been shot in the head . . . again. Courtesy Robert Pinholt

Brian Bray  
getting ready  
to roll.  
Courtesy  
Travis Roberts
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Private First Class Jeremiah Cole retrieving a supply drop about one hundred meters 
outside of FOB Bermel on May 16, 2006. This photo was taken two months to the day 
before his first enemy engagement. Courtesy Marcel Rowley

Staff Sergeant 
Philip Baldwin 

sitting in a truck 
before a patrol. 

His tactical 
acumen and 

life experience 
set the tone for 

the platoon’s 
overall suc-

cess in combat. 
Courtesy 

Josiah Reuter
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Corporal Robert Pinholt 
(left) was my young, 
highly intelligent, 
opinionated driver and 
Sergeant Michael Emerick 
(right) was our platoon’s 
artist. Courtesy  
Robert Pinholt

Doc Jose Pantoja  
contemplating the  

enemy’s “long, dark 
reach” prior to leaving 
the wire on a mission 
to aid one of our own 
on a terribly difficult 

day. Courtesy  
Travis Roberts

Wallace snapping 
out shots at the 
enemy in the midst 
of a kill zone right 
on the Pakistani 
border. The enemy 
had the high 
ground that day. 
Courtesy  
Robert Pinholt
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The emaciated children 
of the Afghan border 
region. This photo was 
taken a few kilometers 
from what we came to 
call the Village of the 
Damned. Courtesy  
Robert Pinholt

Sergeant Keith Lewis 
giving the Afghan girls 

coloring books. We 
quickly learned that if 
we didn’t separate the 

boys from the girls and 
try to spread the gifts 

around, the boys would 
beat the girls raw and 
take what we’d given 

them after we left.  
Courtesy  

Travis Roberts

Wallace  
standing shocked 
just moments 
after his truck ran 
over an anti-tank 
mine. We had 
been betrayed 
by a spy in our 
midst, and this 
would become the 
platoon’s worst 
day. Courtesy  
Travis Roberts
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Chris Brown performing his legendary 
“Thriller” dance on top of his Humvee before  
a mission. Courtesy Robert Pinholt

Chris Brown sliding down a mountain on his 
backside during the winter of 2006–2007. He 
always found creative ways to keep up the  
platoon’s morale. Courtesy Robert Pinholt

Chris Cowan, better known as “the Constrictor,” putting his trademark headlock on Chris 
Brown. Courtesy Travis Roberts
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“You’re a member of this  
platoon now. Don’t fuck it 
up.” This was my initiation 
into the platoon at the Joint 
Readiness Training Center 

(JRTC) in Fort Polk,  
Louisiana. For days, I  

walked around the entire  
brigade with remnants of  

the word “cherry” written  
on my forehead. Courtesy 

Marcel Rowley

Michael Emerick entertaining both the platoon and some locals outside of 
Malakshay during a lighter moment on patrol. Courtesy Robert Pinholt
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Specialist John 
Saint Jean, 

our “Haitian 
Hammer,” in the 

turret before he 
was wounded in 
action. Courtesy 

Travis Roberts

Prior to deploying, I set the platoon up with 
a sponsor who sent us care packages. Here, 
Khanh Nguyen poses with his Christmas gifts.  
After healing from a blood clot in his brain 
caused by a bullet to the head, he managed to 
make it back to the Outlaws in time for the 
holiday season. Courtesy Travis Roberts

Marcel Rowley, our platoon prankster,  
pulls security with his squad automatic 
weapon. This iconic image represents well 
our generation’s commitment to country . . . 
with attitude. Courtesy Josiah Reuter
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